September 20, 2016
WRPC Board Mtg 9/19/16
Started at 6:55 p.m. Attending: Jim F., Donovan, Shannon, Dave, Jim A.

The website has been updated with some things but not completed. It is online and available. Need to
change Varmit to Varmint in there. Looks REALLY GOOD so far!!!

Pistol addition: Jim F. made a motion to purchase a wheel set from Northern Supply along with a hitch
and bolts to make a wagon for storing and moving the steel pieces around. This will be our prototype to
see what we can make and how it works before we buy additional sets or wagons. We allotted $150
maximum for this project and the wheel set is about $80 plus shipping. Dave seconded and the motion
passed. Donovan will order on his card and ship to Jim A. We also need to think about and discuss the
shelving we want to put into the new addition after we see how the steel wagon works. Dave will also
check on a potential building to put behind the pistol bay which we could use for holding the silhouette
materials or steel.

We want to build up our 100 yard berms again and need to decide on any other berm work we want to
do so we can try to do it all at one time. It will probably be a spring 2017 project. We looked at putting
bays in out by the 200 yard area as well as at the 100 yard area in the southeast corner where we hold
steel and silhouette shoots. We need to discuss this more and decide what we want to use the bays for.
Please think about it and bring ideas to the October board meeting. Also think about it in terms of what
events we want to continue to hold where or add/remove events to/from our current schedule. Again,
please come with suggestions in October.

Dave will contact Steph Deleski about printing up flyers for the spring gun show. Donovan wants to
make a couple changes before we print them though.

Dave also can point anyone in the direction of tickets for a raffle of a gun a week from the Kimball Rod &
Gun Club. The tickets are $50 each and he thinks there are 1,000 tickets to be sold.

Adjourned at 8:45 p.m.

